
Risk Free Way To Collect Rental Income Every
Single Month On Stocks You Already
Are you tired of the traditional methods of investing and looking for a risk-free way
to collect rental income on stocks you already own? Well, look no further! In this
article, we will explore an innovative method that allows you to generate a steady
stream of passive income without any additional risk.

Understanding the Concept

Before diving into the details, let's first understand the concept behind this risk-
free rental income strategy. Imagine you own a portfolio of stocks that you have
invested in for the long term and are receiving dividends from. These dividends
can be considered as rental income, where the stocks act as the rental property.

Similar to a rental property, you can choose to rent out your stocks to other
investors in return for a monthly income. This unique approach allows you to
leverage your existing stock portfolio to generate additional passive income,
without the need for any new investments.
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Lending : Enabled

How Does It Work?

The process is simple. You can utilize online platforms specifically designed for
this purpose. These platforms connect stock owners with potential investors who
are willing to pay a monthly fee to rent the stocks. This fee is similar to the rental
payment you would receive from a traditional rental property.

Once you sign up on the platform, you can list your stocks for rent, specifying the
monthly rental amount you expect to receive. Interested investors can browse
through the available stocks for rent and choose the ones they want to invest in.
The platform facilitates the entire process, ensuring a smooth transaction
between you and the investor.

Benefits of this Innovative Strategy

1. Additional Income: By renting out your stocks, you can supplement your
regular dividends with a monthly income stream. This allows you to achieve
greater financial stability and reach your financial goals faster.

2. Risk Mitigation: Since you are only renting out stocks you already own, the risk
involved is minimal. You are not required to invest any additional capital or take
on extra financial burdens. This strategy allows you to generate income without
exposing yourself to new risks.

3. Diversification: This approach provides an opportunity for diversification within
your investment portfolio. By renting out stocks from different industries or
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sectors, you can spread your income sources and reduce the impact of market
fluctuations.

4. Flexibility: As the stock market goes through ups and downs, your rental
income remains consistent. Even during market downturns, you can rely on the
stable income generated from renting out your stocks, making this strategy
particularly attractive for risk-averse investors.

Considerations and Risks

Although this strategy seems appealing, it is important to consider certain factors
and risks associated with renting out your stocks.

1. Dividend Impact: Renting out your stocks may affect the dividend income you
receive. Some companies have restrictions or limitations on paying dividends to
stockholders who have rented out their stocks. Make sure to research and
understand the impact this may have on your overall investment strategy.

2. Volatility: Rental income from stocks is not guaranteed to be stable. Stock
prices can fluctuate, affecting the rental income you receive. It's crucial to
carefully select the stocks you rent out and keep track of market trends to
mitigate this risk.

While investing in stocks has always been a popular choice, this innovative
strategy of renting out stocks allows you to unlock a new avenue of passive
income without increased risk. By leveraging your existing stock portfolio, you can
create a steady stream of rental income every single month.

Remember to thoroughly research and understand the terms and conditions of
the platform you choose to use for renting out your stocks. It's wise to consult



with a financial advisor before diving into this strategy to ensure it aligns with your
long-term financial goals.

So, why not explore this risk-free approach and start collecting rental income on
the stocks you already own?
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Stop settling for ever-decreasing dividend yields and bank CDs
which pay less than 1%... and start making your investments work
for you again…

If you’re worried about the current market uncertainty, covered calls are your
antidote to chaos.

You can use them to generate safe returns, no matter what happens to your
stock.
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It’s like generating rental income on stocks you already own, even if those stocks
don’t already pay dividends.

Which is why with smart covered call writing, you can double your monthly cash
flow.

Making it the perfect income strategy, because you can use covered calls to
create instant cash, with premiums paid directly into your brokerage account.

So you can use this smart, safe strategy to generate “Synthetic Dividends” on
stocks that you already own.

In fact… you can make as much as 40% extra per year by writing covered calls…
compared to if you just bought and held the same stock. Perfect for retirement
investors.

Covered calls aren’t risky… when used correctly they actually decrease your
risk… and even the most conservative investors can benefit from adding covered
call writing to their investment strategy.

Even if you know nothing about options, this book will get you right up to speed.

Here is just a fraction of what you’ll discover:

The 6 criteria we use to select the best stocks to write covered calls on –
Page 96

The vital difference between covered and uncovered calls – Page 55

Why you shouldn’t write covered calls in an IRA. Many investors make this
mistake, but learn why using a regular account will actually save on your tax
bill – Page 54



How to use covered calls to lower the purchase price of stocks you already
own

3 rules for adjusting your covered call – Page 129

A simple strategy for selecting the right strike price – Page 160

How to find the best covered call stocks for free. Stock scanning services will
charge you $99/month for this information, but our approach costs nothing
and lists the exact same companies – Page 100

How to get started with covered calls if you only have a small account. This
is perfect if you want the benefits but don’t have $5,000 or more to invest –
Page 133

Plus, inside the book you get free access to a 7 part video course covering all
aspects of profitable investing

So even if you’ve never used options before, the book walks you through
everything step by step. You’ll find everything explained in plain English, free from
technical jargon.

Even if you get stuck, you can always send us an email (provided inside the
book) or reach out in our private investing community on social media – we’re
always happy to help with any questions you might have.

And remember... bank CD's will only pay you between 0% and 1%... the dividend
yield on the S&P 500 is around 2%... and 5 to 10 year municipal bonds will only
pay between 2% and 3%.

But if you use what’s inside this book, you could have the opportunity to get much
more than that.



For instance… if you put together a portfolio of three of the best covered call
stocks... you could see an average yield of 15% per year… just from your
covered call income.

That's 2 to 3 times more than you'll see anywhere else.

All this from your regular brokerage account, just as easily as you can buy stock.
Because if you know how to buy stocks, you can use covered calls. It’s that
simple.

And when you receive just a single premium from one of these covered calls
(which is paid into your account instantly) it covers the cost of this book 10x over.

To get your copy right now, just scroll up and click “add to cart”
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